
Textbook Task Content Scope Useful Resources

for Tasks

Instructions

Language

Arts

Hiragana Worksheet Hiragana, "sa, ki, chi, ra, ro" Please aim to do one sheet per day. Look carefully at the examples, and practice writing slowly and neatly,

paying special attention to the stroke order.

Math Calculations Drill p. 12-17 Textbook p. 3-39 Please aim to do 2 sheets per day. You can write directly in the drill book. The answers are located in the

back of the drill book.

Math Calculations Check Worksheet 4-5 Calculations Drills

p. 11-17

Calculations drills p.11- 14= worksheet 4, p. 15-17=5 accordingly. After you have finished the calculations

drills, please do them one more time to check your work.  The answers have been passed out.

Lifestyle

Studies

Plant, water, and observe a

Morning Glory.

Textbook p. 32-35 A video is scheduled to be delivered via the school HP. Plant and water your seed while doing the "How to

Grow Morning Glories" worksheet. When it sprouts write your thoughts and feelings, and draw a picture.

Textbook Task Content Scope Useful Resources

for Tasks

Instructions

Language

Arts

Reading Follow the instructions on your

reading card.

Language

Arts

Kanji Drill, Kanji Drill Notebook Kanji Drill: 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34

Notebook: 28, 31, 32, 33

Kanji drill: Write directly in your book. Kanji Drill Notebook: Please write each character carefully.

Language

Arts

Diary 1 page Write something about your day. It can be something interesting, something you realized, something that was

fun, something you were patient about, or something you challenged yourself to do. Write detailed sentences.

(Be sure to include things you saw, did, and thought.) Write at least one page per week. If you find that you

have something to write every day, you can write everyday.

Lifestyle

Studies

Observe and plant mini tomato

seeds.

Observation Card (1 sheet) Morning glory seeds

and how to plant

seeds

Observe the mini tomato sprouts, and write about them on your observation card (shape, color, size, texture,

smell, difference from morning glory seeds, anything you realized.)

Textbook Task Content Scope Useful Resources

for Tasks

Instructions

Language

Arts

Kanji Skill 7, 8 Write carefully paying attention to stroke order. (Except for the pretest page)

Language

Arts

Kanji Skill Notebook 7, 8 Write carefully paying attention to stroke order.

Language

Arts

Reading Reading worksheet 13, 14,

Textbook, "Romaji" p. 128-124

Read any one every day.

Language

Arts

Romaji World 1-5 Do one page per day.

Science Worksheet 2 p. 22-31 Textbook, "Let's Grow

Plants. 1. Grow a Plant".

Read your textbook, and do the worksheet. Grade your answers. I recommend you rewatch the video from

last time, "Mysteriousness of Seeds"

Social

Studies

Map Leaflets, Map Number

Cards

Map Leaflet p. 7-12 Read the range page, and examine the corner where "Try!" is written. Match the answers, and write directly

on the paper. (The answer is on the same page.)Read "Promise to Enjoy Remembering the Map." on the

map number card. Trace the shape of the map numbers with a pencil, and remember them. Please refrain

from cutting out anything from the map. You need to pass it back in.)

Math Grade all of your textbook tasks

until now.

P. 20-33 The answers are in PDF form. Please don't grade everything all at once. First do the problems together with

the answers (If possible, do the calculation drills first.) Then please grade your answers.

Math Calculations Drill 7-12 Please grade while looking at the answer sheet.

Textbook Task Content Scope Useful Resources

for Tasks

Instructions

Math 7 worksheets 3rd Grade Review 3rd Grade

"Multiplication"

"Division"

Please grade your answers.

Language

Arts

Reading Follow the instructions on the

card.

It's inside of the things passed out on the next week's card.

Language

Arts

Kanji practice Kanji Drill 6, 10, 16 1. You can use any notebook at home. It doesn't have to be a 4 x 4 grid notebook. 2. I will attach copies from

the notebook. Please use those. 3. There is an example attached. *Some people are using notebooks without

4x4 grids, so you don't have to do this exactly like the examples. Please consider the best way for you to

complete this assignment.

Language

Arts

Metropolitan and Prefectures

Flags 1 sheet

Do this as if it was a test. Carefully review anything you got wrong or didn't understand.

Science Observe the Goya sprout. 3rd Grade "Let's

Grow Plants."

On the 19th I will pass out a Goya Sprout video. I am attaching observation cards with the video. Please

observe your Goya while watching the video. I am also attaching photos. If the picture in the video is difficult

to see, please use the attached photo instead.

Textbook Task Content Scope Useful Resources

for Tasks

Instructions

Language

Arts

Reading "Makuranososhi" "Beating the

Rain."

Read one work per day. Read them out loud. Time yourself, and see how fast you can read. If you think you

can memorize it, try to do so.

Language

Arts

Senryu (Japanese poetry) Watch the May 4th video. You can watch the video from May 4th on the video sign in page. After watching the video try to come up with

a Senryu. At the top corner of the HP "Tasks During School Closing" there is a "Senryu turn in" link. Please

use that link to turn in your work.

Math Proportions: Let's look up how

to change them.

Textbook p. 32-39, Calculations

Drills 11, 32, 33

4th grade "Look up

how to change"

The video is scheduled to be released between the 18th and 22nd. Please watch it, and do the assignment.

Social

Studies

Study worksheet (5 sheets),

review worksheet (2 sheets)

"Land Around the World." "Living

in Highlands." "Features of the

Climate of a Land." "Living in

Cold Lands."

Textbook p. 6-21 , p. 32-41 has the instructions for "Land Around the World." and  "Living in Highlands."

worksheets. Textbook p, 21-47, p. 56-65 has instructions for "Features of the Climate of a Land."and  "Living

in Cold Lands." worksheets. The answers are also there.

Textbook Task Content Scope Useful Resources

for Tasks

Instructions

Home

Economics

Home Economics Study

Notebook.

Study notebook p. 4-12. Textbook

p. 66-77.

Do the assignment while reading the textbook.

Language

Arts

It's Fun Because we Smile. P. 46-47 Read out loud from the textbook more than once in front of a family member, and do the worksheet. Write

your thoughts and opinions with the reason you feel that way on your reflection card.

Social

Studies

Worksheet (2 sheets) textbook p.30-35

Self-study You decide "The same as last week. Look at your "About your 7th Grade School Closure Tasks" You don't have to do this

every day, BUT be careful of how much time you spend on this. Avoid waiting until the last minute to do this."

There is a Science Observation Card included in the PDF, but we will use it for next week's homework. You don't need it this week. I will also include it in next week's PDF, so you don't need to set it aside.
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